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It is the belief of the BOCES that each student should be treated as a person who can reasonably be
expected to be responsible for his/her own behavior.  The BOCES administration and staff will assist each
student in this program of personal responsibility with a few sensible rules of conduct.  Rules will focus on
safety and respect for the rights and property of others and will be consistently applied in classrooms and
throughout the BOCES programs.  Students who cannot accept this responsibility and violate BOCES rules
will be required to accept the penalties and increased supervision.  BOCES students are expected to follow
the rules of the local district when they are in the district’s buildings or on the bus.  While BOCES students
are on BOCES property they shall be subject to the BOCES rules. The administration may conduct an
investigation into reports of misconduct which may include conferences with the complainant, student,
parents, teachers, other student service personnel, or others as is deemed appropriate for the early
identification and resolution of suspected discipline problems. 

Discipline is most effective when it deals directly with the problem at the time and place it occurs, and
in a way that is viewed as fair and impartial by the student. Therefore, before seeking outside assistance,
teachers will first use all their resources to create a change of behavior in the classroom. When the teacher
has made every effort to bring about positive behavioral change, and has been unsuccessful, the teacher will
bring the matter to the  attention of the administration. Once done, the teacher and Building Principal will
develop a strategy for dealing with the problem. 

Disciplinary action, when necessary, will be firm, fair, and consistent in order to be most effective in
changing behavior.   When determining the appropriate action to be taken, the Principal shall consider the
seriousness of the offense, the student's disciplinary record, the circumstances which led to the improper
behavior, the age and maturity of the student, probability of reoccurrence and all alternatives. 

A student identified as having a disability shall not be disciplined for behavior related to his/her
disability. Any question relating to the discipline of such student will be referred to the Committee on Special
Education. 

In general discipline should be progressive in nature.  However, for more serious misconduct a more
severe penalty may be appropriate.  The following range of penalties can be imposed individually or a
combination for violations of the student disciplinary code:

1. verbal warning
2. written warning
3. written notification to parent(s)/guardian(s)
4. time out
5. probation
6. reprimand
7. revocation of automobile privileges
8. suspension from athletic participation
9. suspension from social or extracurricular activities
10. suspension of other privileges
11. exclusion from a particular class
12. time-out room
13. in-school suspension
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14. involuntary transfer
15. suspension
16. permanent suspension 

When it is believed that the conduct of a student with a disability(ies) constitutes a reason for referral
to the student’s home school CSE for modification of such student's IEP, if the student is at the technical
center the Director shall notify the principal and if the student  is a special education student in a shared
classroom in one of the component districts, the teacher shall notify the CSE chair or other appropriate
person.

The BOCES will offer in-service training in discipline, behavior modification and other related areas.

This policy shall be reviewed annually and the District Superintendent shall ensure that it is distributed
to every student and parent and maintained in each BOCES school building. 

Legal ref: 8 NYCRR §100.2(l) 
Cross ref: 5220, Student Suspension
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